Week Theme: Cave People

Please also continue to complete the bingo sheet and use the online links and resources provided in your school closures pack.

Literacy and/or topic lessons

Maths Lessons

Interactive resources

Other linked Activities

1.

1.
Cave People had to find their own food and share it.
Discuss how there were no shops in those days. Talk
about some of the things they may have eaten.

Get squiggling-Photograph

Make cave drawings outside with
chalk.

Introduce our topic-Cave People
Look at pictures of cave people on the internet or in books and discussing who they were, that they
lived a very long time ago and what their homes, food and clothing would have been like.
Watching Let’s Play Cave people and talk about what we find out.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/miTK

They would collect berries and fruit as part of their
diet.

https://safeYouTube.net/w/hq8L
Cosmic Yoga Tiny T Rex –
https://safeYouTube.net/w/EnTK
Peace out- flopometer

Can you share out real food or pretend food
between several people. How can we check that it is
fair?
We would love to see observations of you sharing.
2.
Practice saying one more and one less than a number
up to 20.

Sharing the story Cave Baby.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/Hh8L
Discuss what it is like in Cave Baby’s home. How are the walls and decorations different in your
house?
Looking at cave paintings and discussing that cave people drew things from their lives. How can we
record what our lives our like today? Talk about how videos and photographs were not around
then.

You could think about your own birthday and those
of people you know. How old are you now and how
old will you be on your next birthday?
You could complete the sweet sheet for one more
and less to 20.

You might like to create your own cave drawing today about your life.
3.
Reading the story Caveman Dave
https://safeYouTube.net/w/wj8L

3.
Can you describe some 3D shapes that you spot
around your house?

Encouraging the children to guess the rhyming words in this short story.

Remember to use the language; edges, corners,
faces, flat, curved.

Play a rhyming game where you say each of the follow words in turn (rock, cave, man, stone).
How many rhyming words can you make from each word?
4.
Watch the Cave Baby song for enjoyment

https://safeYouTube.net/w/WkTK
What is your favourite part?

We would love to hear you describing shapes.
4.
Can you time yourself doing some activities at home?
E.g. how long does it take you to score a goal? How
long does it take you to build a tower with your
bricks?
Can you use a timer to time yourself?
Please create an observation of this.

Big Write Challenge: Please remember children must complete this task independently - please only help them to remember the sentence. We would like them to sound
out the words themselves and use their phonic knowledge rather than write the sounds correctly that the adult has spelt out for them.
Miss Fullerton’s Phonics Group
He has a pot and a brush

Miss Morley’s Phonics Group
Cave baby has a pot and a brush. He paints spots and
squiggles.

Can you make your own small
world cave People scene? How
will you make your cave?

https://safeYouTube.net/w/Gz8L
Watching the Film the Croods

2.

Create your own caves using
blankets or cardboard boxes.

Mrs Baillie’s/ Mrs Mistry’s Phonics Group
Cave baby has a pot and a brush. He paints spots and
squiggles in the moonlight.

Can you make a boat that floats
on water?
Have a go at weaving.
Have a look at some of the
animals around at that time. Do
these animals all still exist?
Can you make a dinosaur out of
natural materials?
Can you build your own cave?

